Homecoming Play
To Start Three Day Celebration

Good Character Portrayals Given By Cast of "Dark Tower"
By Kerby Allen

On the evening of Thursday, October 22, the Dramatic department under the direction of Martin Ford Jones will eliminate another Homecoming with their annual mystery play. This year the curtain is to go up at 7 p.m. on the "Dark Tower," a Greenway play written by Alexander Woolcott and George B. Kaufman, which was first night in New York, which is being given in the Monroe Theatre in New York City.

In the eyes of critics this play is a tremendous success. Written with great care by Aked Pheath, The New York Sun: "Without a doubt, the best of the best to broadway..." A new mystery in itself. A real entertainment."

Clayton Lapage, Dramatic manager for Homecoming play; Art Evans, Marjory McGilvrey as Dottie Belle Harris... Jessica Wells bell boy complete the cast.

Interest, Kendall, Marjory McGilvrey as Dottie Belle Harris... Jessica Wells bell boy complete the cast.

Full Weekend Promised in Plans for Three-Day Homecoming Celebration

Special KVI Broadcast Opens Festivities Including Play, Dance, Game

By June Post

Plans for the KVI Homecoming program, which takes place this year, have progressed to the point where it is very likely that the weekend celebration to surpass all previous festivals held by the club this past Saturday.

Tomorrow evening, October 23, there will be a fifteen minute broadcast over KVI, offering to the radio audience the monthly type. Marv Miller, general chairman, revealed it will be the first of its kind. It will have a brief dramatization of the Homecoming events. Several characters of the "Dark Tower" will be introduced, and the pop assembly, radio, and television casts will be dramatized. Jerry Crehan will record the plot.

Big Beef Cultivation
Contest Finds One Genuine Man In Ten

At least 40 out of the 400 men enrolled as CPS are men enough to make their own trouble, and as all of their women can, a period of eight days, and ready to deal out to each other.

Starts tomorrow, the broadcast will take place Thursday, October 22, at 8 p.m. in the auditorium, with the NMI program, "The Dark Tower," the first winner, and the final winner, be made. The contest, in charge of the commodious character, is that a legitimate character will be made to the share the victory of the chances of the ten winners for the winners will be announced.

The decision judging for the contest are Dorothy Anderson, Simpson, Linda Maes, Linda Bryan, and Jane Anderson. By the French professor with his .....

The processes, with a police escort, leaves the college at noon. On the processional line. In ten.

Shelldenee Tells of Nocturnal Habits
Customs, Peculiarities of Turks

Despite Turkish students' profound desire to arrive before five in the morning to study, they have time and energy to spend the two hours of the morning banking against the professors' grading quarters. This, and other American practices, is told in the form of a guidebook, "The American College of Tunis". The most interesting section is the Turkish students' favorite. He is one of the professor, and the professor's students. As to the decoration, the students were given credit for it.

The professor's credit card is used by the professor, and the professor's students. As to the decoration, the students were given credit for it.

The procession, with a police escort, leaves the college at noon. On the processional line. In ten.

Caravan To Go To Willamette

If results equal anticipation and interest, there should be a sightseeing party made up of faculty, students, alumni and the boys to return to the Willamette Football party with Willamette! The evening, something which is very well known. Scott Webster, president of the student body, and chairman of the event.

Further plans for the chartering of a railroad car to carry Willie were dropped because of the cost of the car. But, by the way, the result of a sufficient number of passengers to the train is that the cost of college is a private car should be about $20 for a person and $40 for a group, 24 miles flat. It is planned that the alumni car will leave school at 3115 College on Friday morning.

List Adelphians; Roosevelt Wins

Roosevelt Wins Trail Straw Vote

Group to Present Handel's Messiah Here December 6 and 13

With an increase of 10 over last year, membership on the chapel society number 64 and is present reaffirming for this year's concerns.

The first home presentations will be on December 4 and 5th before the audience will be from the "Night of the Mill" by Handel.

The Chanter is again under the direction of Prof. John P. Bergren, who has developed the Adelphians and taught them since their early acts at CPS.
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Debaters Plan
For First Local
Meet Oct. 29, 30
Women's and Men's Teams Chosen; Competition to Be
in Four Rounds
On Thursday and Friday, October 29 and 30, the first local debate tournament in CPS will be held for women and men, provided that all the participants don't go to Boston for the national tournament. There will be four rounds, two on the
negative and two on the affirmative side of the debate question announced for each
round. There will be judges to decide wins and losses and debaters will be ranked in order for the purpose of building a final leader-
board.

Women's teams to compete in the first round are as follows: Eleanor Hawthorn and Margaret McEwan; Katherine McElwain and Ann McEwan; Myrtle Paine and Betty Johnson; Janet Price and Freda Marquand; Virginia Gross and Mary Mateo; Dorothy Gross and Alice Mukai, for each speaker. There will be eight minutes constructive speech minimum for each side of the debate question announced for each round.

Women's teams to compete in the first round are as follows: Elizabeth Chappell and Ned Butts; Bob Robbins and Bill Price, for each speaker. There will be eight minutes constructive speech minimum for each side of the debate question announced for each round.

Women's teams to compete in the first round are as follows: Margaret McEwan and Ann McEwan; Myrtle Paine and Betty Johnson; Janet Price and Freda Marquand; Virginia Gross and Mary Mattos; Dorothy Gross and Alice Mukai, for each speaker. There will be eight minutes constructive speech minimum for each side of the debate question announced for each round.

Women's teams to compete in the first round are as follows: Elizabeth Chappell and Ned Butts; Bob Robbins and Bill Price, for each speaker. There will be eight minutes constructive speech minimum for each side of the debate question announced for each round.

Campus Day . . . the Morning After; the Night Before

Soph's Out-Rush Froshies 9-4 in Annual Bag-Rush;
Opposing Fans Tell Own Stories of What Happened

By a Freshman

In explanation of the incident of such specification, the freshmen displayed toward the sophomores in the bag rush.

The easy way that the fresh disposed of every bit of resistance in the face of the fact that the sophomores had the advantage in numbers and equipment, was that they could handle the situation more efficiently than the sophomores.

When the fresh realized that the odds were against them, they decided to use the least amount of force to win the rush.

Some thoughts the sophomore boys entertained:

Ralph Beach and Joe Brewitt, for each speaker. There will be eight minutes constructive speech minimum for each side of the debate question announced for each round.

By a Sophomore

Anything that can be said about this bag rush will be almost laughable. It will be seeking to affect women for the first time witnessed a bag rush.

"So cruel," said the little fresh, who for the first time witnessed a bag rush. "Rude and a game," said the group of sophomores who happened to observe the situation. The freshmen displayed who for the first time witnessed a bag rush.
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DANCE CHAIRMAN
Barbara Beardsey

Deans of Women Have Convention

Mrs. Richard Schulz Guest Speaker From Keed College

To prepare novices for the initiation of college women, Laura Ford, Dean of women, met with the deans of women of Washington college, at little Washington college, the week, the day of the meeting. Washington Nov. 10.

1. To be members of the Keed College women's group, Mrs. Richard Schulz, was the guest speaker on the The Keed College women's group, August 10.

1. To be members of the Keed College women's group, Mrs. Richard Schulz, was the guest speaker on the The Keed College women's group, August 10.

Women's Groups Hold Informal Pledge Services

Social Calendar

Saturday, Oct. 22, at 3:30 p.m. in the little gymnasium.

Homecoming play in aud. room.

Wednesday, Oct. 19, Pledge service meeting.

Friday, Oct. 21, Formal and informal alumni banquets

Lambda Sigma Chi. Alumni banquet at 7:00 p.m. in Arroway Ballroom. YWCA.

Thursday, Oct. 20, through the fall.
Intercollegiate

By Dot Gibson

Ambitious students once posed a testing and cut-throat sentences calling for the creation of a new city hall to be 1 foot wide, 300 feet long and made of glass.

A lovely idea in the form of a funding initiative has gained its way into the University of Michigan, if the student bodies in this country has to pay its way through interest school.

More definitions:

Audition: A slate of being away, or "Audition makes the heart grow fonder.

Cameo: Make Princess (two games)

Prize: A penal institution when convex are kept tall. What disappoints when you stand up?

Orchard: small children. "Your kids are cute but outside are wilder."

L. A. Junior college

Admission Requirements:

State Relief Order—p a pool game with a political in each pocket.

Princeton students recently voted whatever they favor with beverage with milk coming in second.

FROM

Half an inch, half an inch, half an inch inward, dive the seeking-backs of the five hundred.

Couple to the right of them, couple to the left of them.

All their knees pummeled and blundered.

Their feet are not on the floor, their feet are not on the dance.

Their feet are not on the reason why it would have been better.

S. C. Torrey

The Montana Freestone student newspaper at Montana State college has discovered eight of the hundred world to promote. Here they are:

1. Reincarnation

2. The Druids and Druidic-religious

3. Empirical-religious

4. Antimaterialism

5. Hyperintelligence

6. Interpenetration

7. Intercommunication

8. Epicureanism

Effective Printing

Planned and Produced
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Obsalvatory Hill

That homogeneous dance began "Bring a girl and save a nickel" should have been, "Eat, shut up, say nothing, do nothing, crouch your head down." "Given that..."

Clarence Hagen, studying psychology at Harvard, has asked his housemates of last year, Joe Kendall, John Anderson, and Jack Faust to date his best while he was away. "Spent" shouldn't have had Chi Nu Sue, Grady Branch and Bob Williams who instruct a method, "Near tears a fraternity brother with your girl." "Boo! Spent" was always kind of experiment.

Morrie Blythe Brady has a ball like a boy and Martin has it in the eye. Jack turned hunter man at Standard high, and a he-man on the Mall, a publicity in a woman's hands. Jack last month turned with his forever and a lamb clip by the bewildering brittle Hall. Jerry Dragon, our latest radio announcer, talks more than Marsha W胩ks. Manager James and Alice Muhlman.

Campus Bay was a flag in spite of the fun and the take-me-out-to-the-ballgame holiday; inspite of the yolk dance and the comfortable deck. First it looked preparation and secondly, we might be sound parties when you turned up missing at the chapel soft call. About as much is accomplished by a couple of a luck the nation.

"Miss professional woman's talent kill it, but Earl Oakes is the boy who lose it. To the first shock of burglar caught three ribs, rape three, and cried in his sore knee. In the next few minutes he made two touchdowns, dragging his rampage with school.

Personality Fresh: Bob Hardy, busboy, dependable. Dorothy Cook picks up spiders and ants and aberration they a bomb. Bill Parker's passing saves many a foot and is a joy to the convivial constructed soul in indiscipline the Blinzes highly with the CPU machine. Every girl I dance with, "Dear Miss Hardin, I believe you said, "Uh huh." The problem was no one, your name was the "most connected boy" she know.

What a fellow is a boy for nothing? Billie Johnston's name is cute—like Billie. Several hard ballbage on.

Cheering was noon to various chambers Friday.

Chapel should be an informal entertainment of fan and sport but it was Friday, when "Bogglerman" and Paul Greermean's group playing of "Gay melody" over the audience on the program. Illioness, inactivity, insomnia, and spontaneous singing of "Blues" are the lighter meaning of the "Bells" in liberal arts CEP wanting takes me see what the fellows in other colleges are singing.

Steinmanns are usually ugly. Even Stephen Lett's. Michael Stoney has helped this ease without a village like Dick Norton and a toner like Dudley Belle Burris.

Barnes Robinson stepped to look at many Louise Junior playmates together, Edith McRae, Dorothy Rossetti, and Cornelia Griffin occasioned a oilfield cow. Cowgirl is aligned, she was married this last Tuesday. The man was Harold Pinkham is strangely talking, Chief up, Harold, Muffin says the thing is only half right, it told him he had blood and crests for breakfast and he don't have the oranges. Among the strongest affair on the campus are Fred Seely, Wester's sideburn "Tuesday noon occasion: 'You gonna wake up some mornin' and find yourself missing?"

Ad in the Daily Proconsular:

"Wlll the gentleman who wrapped his girl in one of the Coffee club certificates please return it?

1. London is a wonderful, then.

Barnes must be the sun."

— Dale Californian.
Pacific Eleven To Meet CPS in Homcoming Tilt

Marson, White Rule Slight Favorites to Take Green Forest Grove Eleven

Turning to a new page in their grid history, the Badgers are starting this season with a new coach and practically all new material. The Forest Grove eleven has yet to win a game against the Marson and White.

With the Homecoming game, feature contest of the season, billed for the coming Friday night at the Stadium, Baby Dawson, back and passed to the Loggers, a second consecutive time, has his Loggers primed to push the Pacific Redcaps right into the end zone and out of the conference ranking.

Turning to a new page in their grid history, the Badgers are starting this season with a new coach and practically all new material. The Forest Grove eleven has yet to win a game against the Marson and White.

Last year end saw the Badgers drop a 4-0 end to the Marson, regarded as one of the top teams in the league, after playing their highly-touted rivals for the first half. Pacific scored the first touchdown of the game and it was the only one as Marson maintained an advantage in the second half. Although the Marson and White are favored, anything may be expected in the completely inexperienced teams led by a new coach. The Badgers have been placed since 1929.

The Loggers have no one to count with.

**First and Ten**

By Joe Mitchell

A classy game, 1936 Bill Pate, if there ever was one. This substitute C. P. S. fullback pitched perfect "roosters" against the Albans and the Loggers' backs had no chance of getting off butter-spread hands. Another sub, Frank Pecora, appears sure to display some of his class against Pacific tomorrow.

For Campus Weekly Contest

Grandstand quarterbacks now have a chance to publicize their advancement on prominent greenbacks by the courtesy of the Trail sports staff.

Two theatre passes to one of Tacoma's leading film palaces will be given to the best homecoming duet of this week's games selected below. The winners are given the face a chance to get rid of one of the prints above. All CPS students, excepting members of the team and "trail staff" are eligible.

Every week throughout the pilgrimage season, five games will be published by the Trail, the winner of the week better will also be included.

In the list below circle the team you expect to win with the score of both. In a case of tied circle both marks and score. Drop your entry in the letter box on the Trail office door.

All scores must be in by Thursday noon, way after this time will absolutely not be accepted.

**Lumberjacks Meet Pacific Friday Night**

Pacific and Forest Grove elevens are betting big money now that the Lumberjacks are primed to push the Pacific Redcaps right into the end zone and out of the conference ranking.

Turning to a new page in their grid history, the Badgers are starting this season with a new coach and practically all new material. The Forest Grove eleven has yet to win a game against the Marson and White.

Last year end saw the Badgers drop a 4-0 end to the Marson, regarded as one of the top teams in the league, after playing their highly-touted rivals for the first half. Pacific scored the first touchdown of the game and it was the only one as Marson maintained an advantage in the second half. Although the Marson and White are favored, anything may be expected in the completely inexperienced teams led by a new coach. The Badgers have been placed since 1929.

The Loggers have no one to count with from the others.

With the Homecoming game, feature contest of the season, billed for the coming Friday night at the Stadium, Baby Dawson, back and passed to the Loggers, a second consecutive time, has his Loggers primed to push the Pacific Redcaps right into the end zone and out of the conference ranking.

Turning to a new page in their grid history, the Badgers are starting this season with a new coach and practically all new material. The Forest Grove eleven has yet to win a game against the Marson and White.

Last year end saw the Badgers drop a 4-0 end to the Marson, regarded as one of the top teams in the league, after playing their highly-touted rivals for the first half. Pacific scored the first touchdown of the game and it was the only one as Marson maintained an advantage in the second half. Although the Marson and White are favored, anything may be expected in the completely inexperienced teams led by a new coach. The Badgers have been placed since 1929.

The Loggers have no one to count with.

**First and Ten**

By Joe Mitchell

A classy game, 1936 Bill Pate, if there ever was one. This substitute C. P. S. fullback pitched perfect "roosters" against the Albans and the Loggers' backs had no chance of getting off butter-spread hands. Another sub, Frank Pecora, appears sure to display some of his class against Pacific tomorrow.

For Campus Weekly Contest

Grandstand quarterbacks now have a chance to publicize their advancement on prominent greenbacks by the courtesy of the Trail sports staff.

Two theatre passes to one of Tacoma's leading film palaces will be given to the best homecoming duet of this week's games selected below. The winners are given the face a chance to get rid of one of the prints above. All CPS students, excepting members of the team and "trail staff" are eligible.

Every week throughout the pilgrimage season, five games will be published by the Trail, the winner of the week better will also be included.

In the list below circle the team you expect to win with the score of both. In a case of tied circle both marks and score. Drop your entry in the letter box on the Trail office door.

All scores must be in by Thursday noon, way after this time will absolutely not be accepted.

**Lumberjacks Meet Pacific Friday Night**

Pacific and Forest Grove elevens are betting big money now that the Lumberjacks are primed to push the Pacific Redcaps right into the end zone and out of the conference ranking.

Turning to a new page in their grid history, the Badgers are starting this season with a new coach and practically all new material. The Forest Grove eleven has yet to win a game against the Marson and White.

Last year end saw the Badgers drop a 4-0 end to the Marson, regarded as one of the top teams in the league, after playing their highly-touted rivals for the first half. Pacific scored the first touchdown of the game and it was the only one as Marson maintained an advantage in the second half. Although the Marson and White are favored, anything may be expected in the completely inexperienced teams led by a new coach. The Badgers have been placed since 1929.

The Loggers have no one to count with.

**First and Ten**
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A classy game, 1936 Bill Pate, if there ever was one. This substitute C. P. S. fullback pitched perfect "roosters" against the Albans and the Loggers' backs had no chance of getting off butter-spread hands. Another sub, Frank Pecora, appears sure to display some of his class against Pacific tomorrow.

For Campus Weekly Contest

Grandstand quarterbacks now have a chance to publicize their advancement on prominent greenbacks by the courtesy of the Trail sports staff.

Two theatre passes to one of Tacoma's leading film palaces will be given to the best homecoming duet of this week's games selected below. The winners are given the face a chance to get rid of one of the prints above. All CPS students, excepting members of the team and "trail staff" are eligible.

Every week throughout the pilgrimage season, five games will be published by the Trail, the winner of the week better will also be included.

In the list below circle the team you expect to win with the score of both. In a case of tied circle both marks and score. Drop your entry in the letter box on the Trail office door.

All scores must be in by Thursday noon, way after this time will absolutely not be accepted.

**Lumberjacks Meet Pacific Friday Night**

Pacific and Forest Grove elevens are betting big money now that the Lumberjacks are primed to push the Pacific Redcaps right into the end zone and out of the conference ranking.

Turning to a new page in their grid history, the Badgers are starting this season with a new coach and practically all new material. The Forest Grove eleven has yet to win a game against the Marson and White.

Last year end saw the Badgers drop a 4-0 end to the Marson, regarded as one of the top teams in the league, after playing their highly-touted rivals for the first half. Pacific scored the first touchdown of the game and it was the only one as Marson maintained an advantage in the second half. Although the Marson and White are favored, anything may be expected in the completely inexperienced teams led by a new coach. The Badgers have been placed since 1929.

The Loggers have no one to count with.

**First and Ten**

By Joe Mitchell

A classy game, 1936 Bill Pate, if there ever was one. This substitute C. P. S. fullback pitched perfect "roosters" against the Albans and the Loggers' backs had no chance of getting off butter-spread hands. Another sub, Frank Pecora, appears sure to display some of his class against Pacific tomorrow.

For Campus Weekly Contest

Grandstand quarterbacks now have a chance to publicize their advancement on prominent greenbacks by the courtesy of the Trail sports staff.

Two theatre passes to one of Tacoma's leading film palaces will be given to the best homecoming duet of this week's games selected below. The winners are given the face a chance to get rid of one of the prints above. All CPS students, excepting members of the team and "trail staff" are eligible.

Every week throughout the pilgrimage season, five games will be published by the Trail, the winner of the week better will also be included.

In the list below circle the team you expect to win with the score of both. In a case of tied circle both marks and score. Drop your entry in the letter box on the Trail office door.

All scores must be in by Thursday noon, way after this time will absolutely not be accepted.
Big Weekend for Homecoming

everyone in ccm. It will pass through the Proctor street district, over to Fifth avenue, down Ray street, and doubling back, follow Fifth avenue down to the Elk's down Broadway. After driving to South Tacoma and back, they will end near Stadium.

The day will be filled on the way they advertise the game, the most original, and the nicest. The first of several games will be a home game against Boeing.

Atom Banquets

Later in the day festivities and sororities will welcome home their alumni at banquets, afterwards meet-

of the Tacoma Stadium to watch the CPS versus Pacific university football game.

A banquet for all the alumni of the College is to be held Saturday evening at the Junior College of Hotel Winthrop. Mrs. Anna Booth, Chairman of the banquet, is appointed alumnus chairman.

Consulting the weekend of events in the dance at the Philomino hall in the Masonic temple, with Barbara Marotzky in charge. With the parade at 4:30 o'clock and 7:15 o'clock, dancers will swing to the music of Lewis Glimmer's seven piece orchestra.

Kathleen Norris

Kathleen Norris, noted novelist, who will speak Wednesday at 8:00 in behalf of the Emergency Poin

Campaign.

Abolish Routine Chapel Notices

In order to eliminate long an-

ouncements in chapel meetings, Rev. John D. Ferguson is announc-

ing a new policy whereby all routine announcements will be placed on special bulletin boards. Hence-

forth all announcements must be handed in at the registrar's office for placement.

The bulletin board between the registrar's office and the campus mail-

box, will be reserved for the following groups: KKA and the employment agency, law and found monkeys, washman calls and social announcements.

The bulletin board on which the proper hour spends places its minu-

tions, on the left hand side of the entrance between the main and gym hall, will have new rules of boards wanted and for sale, and general announcements. The board on the opposite side will be for annou-

cements of the week's events.

Only 7 Hoopsters

Report to Turnout

Only seven men turning out for hoop play caused only March, Log-

ger coach, bitter disappointment. Although there are a few letter men running around here on the campus that will probably be out.

More basemen are expected to turn up out of the football squad when the season terminates.

Kathleen Norris

About Town

My legs ain't bowed
And my cheeks ain't tan
But I've always known
Where the Beefbeaters am

SCOTTY'S

North First and Tacoma Ave.

GOOD FOOD SERVED RIGHT

at

Jack's Griddle

913 Commerce

You'll like our coffee

When Downtown

RHYTHM on the

Rust

Coffee Shop

for Good Home Cooking

953 Commerce

JACK'S LUNCH

Home of the

WORLD'S LARGEST HOT DOG.

27th St. Proctor

Open All Night

GRADS

MEET THE OLD GANG

At Don's Pagoda

On South Tacoma Way at 39th

Sororities Lead

In Tide Sale

First Issue Will Be Out

October 26

Hustling completed, the sororities are running for ahead of the fre-

nemies in the "Time" subscription contest. According to reports be-

tow yesterday noon, the Thetas and Ladies were tied for first place with the Seattle Normal. Among the fraternity girls Alpha Sigma are first, the Theta normal and Chi Phi third. Current managing Don Remson points out that returns are possibly being held back.

Daily returns will be posted near the first price, an occasional chair donated by the Call Furniture Co. now on exhibit in the upper hall.

The last issue of Tide for this year will be out October 26 and will feature stories by Carl Lager, aut-

or of "The Darkness Voyager" last year's Tide editor; Heid Armstrong, and Maurine Henderson.
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